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A Qualitative Regional Transition Analysis in the mobi1e E-commerce 

TOSHIHIKO YAMAKAMJf 

The mobi1e e-commerce catches the attention from the industries踊 theusers with a micro 
browser in mobi1e handsets incre鎚 ein adr槌 ticmanner. It is observed that users in the mobi1e 
Internet町 eso・called"e槌，ycome， and e凶 ygo" users. Even with a large number of real active 
users， the user behavior characteristics are largely unexplored. This is a challenge for the user 
behavior study because the marketing technologies in the mobile Internet are in the very early 
stage despi旬 ofthe emergent importance in the industry. The author presents the challenges 
in the mobile e-commerce marketing. Then the author discusses the regional characteristics in 
the mobile e-commerce. The author proposes a qualitative regional transition analysis to cope 
with the 'regional e-commerce marketing. A case study is performed to capture the gene~al 
regional transition pattern in the past observation. 

1. Introduction 

As the Interneもaccessusing a micro browser 
in a rnobile handset becomes common， the mo-
bile 争 commercecatches the attention from the 
industries. The number of the Interneむusers
using micro browsers can ouもnumberone in the 
wired Internet. The features in micro browsers 
have been accumulated as color， scripting lan-
gu何回， multimedia interaction languages， and 
so onもoincorporate the demands from mobile 
e-commerce. One of the unique features of七he
mobile e-commerce is the close relationship七o
もhelocal con七ext.In the exploratory study in 
the early days of mobile .e-commerce， the author 
found that the user distribution over different 
regions might have significant divergence. This 
leads to the critical industrial needsもodevelop 
methodologies to identify such a regional char-
ac七eristicsfor each mo bile e-commerce service. 
The widely accepted usage of information ap-

pliances hωnow li抗ledoubt， as described in2) . 

However， the acceptance of the services in these 
appliances will be highly likely different from 
those of PC Internet. It is a critical issue that 
how we can capture the each diverse user be-
havior patterns in this newly emerging com-
puter communication domains. Mobile Inter-
ne七cancover a wide spectrum of Interne七us-
age. However， in this paper， we call七heInter-
neもuserswho access the Interneむusingmicro-
browsers on a cellular phone handset as mo-
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bile In七ernetusers. It is not so accuraもe，how-
ever， it is natural to focus on the handset-
b邸 edusers considering the significance of cel-
lular phone b鎚 edusers inもheInternet users 
who have mobile characもeristics.This paper ex-
plorωthe issues in mobile e-commerce analysis. 
An methodology b邸 edon economic geographic 
approach is proposed. The case studies are pre-
sentedもooutlineもhepreliminary results from 
凶ismethodology to capture the charac七eristics
of real world mobile e-commerce. 

2. Challenges in Mobile Internet Users 

2.1 Research Issues 
Only five years ago，七hemobile Interne七use

W凶 justa dream. People did no七agreetha七
a small display on a mobile handset can help 
people actively access to the Internet. In ad-
dition， people could not see that most people 
will endure the input pains using just ten keys 
on a handset. With the last l-mile h邸 been
bridged wi七hthe emerging wireless technolo・
gies， the mobile e-commerce is one ofもhegrow-
ing service domains in the Internet. In J apan， 
the number of the people accessingもheInter-
neもfrommobile handsets almost equa1sもothat 
of the PC Inもernetaccess. There are abou七
70 million active mobile handset b鉛 edInternet 
users in J apan at the end of March 2003. The 
widely accepted use of Compact NetFront™, 
a HTML subset-bωed Internet aligned solution 
for a micro-browser on a cellular phone handset 
is one of the keys of mobile Internet growth in 
Japan. 
The mobile Internet is a significan七portionof 
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the Internet in Japan. It naturally leads Lo the 
questions Iike foJlowings 

• Are the mobiJe Internet users similar to the 

PC Internet users? 
. If the mobile lnternet users are different， in 

what aspects they are different from the 1'C 
Internet users? 

Any attempts to capture the mobile Internet 
users encounter the chaJJenge that the 1110-
biJe lnternet lIsers' behavior is so dynamic and 

volatile. 
2.2 1'urpose of the Study 
This study aims at developing a methodology 

to identify the regional characteristics of the 
mobiJe e-commerce. It [ocllses on the long-term 
transition characteristics to sllpport the long-
term mob日ee-commerce lI1arketing e仔orts.Es-
pecially， the methodology should provide a gen-
eral approach ¥;0 a 、，viderange of appJications 
with a wide range of cOll1parison granularities 
to cope with the ell1erging new Internet services 
and their analyses 
2.3 Preliminary Findi11gs of mobile 111-

ternet Specific User Behavior 
Our preliminary observation was made on 

several i-ll1ode services in J apan. 1-ll1ode is the 
JTIOS七popularInternet access service from mo 
biJe handsets using Compact HTML， a subset 
of HTML. lts share in Japanese market is ap-
proximately 60% 針。mthe initial observation， 
the user share in metropoJitan areas was signiι 

icant. Tokyo， Kanagawa， Saitama， Chiba， an 
area within 50 km from the c四lterof Tokyo 
occupied about 40% of the users. ls it the com-
mon natllre of the mobile Internet? Or it de-
pends on the difrllsion stages， e.g. the early 
adopters are metropolitan 1田 idents，but grad-
uaJJy tbe effect of early adoption will vanish? 
In addition，. a new qllestion arises that it is 
just a metropoJitan and non-metropoJitan or 
any area-specific characteristics are observable 
From the early observation， we think the mobile 
Internet users are typical metropolitan users at 
least in the early stage. The metropolitan area 
occupancy ratio in two services is me田 uredin 
a preliminary study， as presented in Fig. 1. 
This study is motivated from the initial ob-

servations in which major mobile Tnternet seト

vices have a high ratio of metropoJitan users 
Tokyo，七hebiggest ll1etropolitan area belongs 
to the Kanto region. The difference between 
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the north Kanto area distant to Tokyo and the 
south Kanto area adjacent to Tokyo is c1eal 
H leads to the economic geographic analysis 
based on the region and relative metropolitan 
nature in that region. The emerging mobiJe 
technologies started to capture a nelV user seg-
ment that w出 notfamiJi剖 with1'Cs. Japan h出

multiple regions and each region has a region-
central area. They [onn a structured c1ustering 
of the regions. Based on the preJiminary study， 
this paper tries to capture and compare the 
user distribution density in region base. Kanto， 
the Tokyo-surrounding area is treated differ-
en¥勾.Tokyo， South-Kan¥刈adjace川 toTokyo)， 
North-Kanto are treated in a separate manner 
1 n each other region， the pre[ecture that h回

the region-central city is separately analyzed to 
identify the difference. lt means that this eco-
nomic geographic analysis is based on the [01-
lowing assumption: 

• Japan has a three-Iayer geographic struc-
ture to adopt an ad vance service 

• The first layer is Tokyo 
• The second layer consists of Tokyo-adjacent 

area and each region's central area 
・Thethird layer consists of each region ex-

cept the second layer regions 
From this assumption， the analysis is done us-
ing the prefecture groups shown below 

• Kanto MetropoJitan: Tokyo 
• South Kanto: Kanagawa， Saitama， Chiba 

・NorthKanto: lbaragi， Gumma， Tochigi 
• Tokai: Shizuoka， Gifu 
• Tokai Metropolitan: Aichi 
• Koshin'etsu: Yamanashi， Nagano， Niigata， 

Toyama， Ishikawa， Fukui 
• Kansai Metropolitan: Osaka 
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• Kansai: Kyo七0，Nara， Shiga， Mie， 
Wakayama， Hyogo 

• Chugoku Metropolitan: Hiroshima 
• Chugoku: Okayama， Tot七ori，Shimane， Ya-

maguchi 
• Shikoku: Kagawa， Ehime， Kochi， Tokushima 
・KyushuMetropolitan: Fukuoka 
• Kyushu: Saga， Oita， Kumamoto， Miyazaki， 

Nagasaki， Kagoshima， Okinawa 
・TohokuMetropoli七an:Miyagi 
• Tohoku: Aomori， Akita， Iwate， Yamagata， 

Fukushima 
• Hokkaido: Hokkaido 

3. A Qualitative Regional Transition 
Analysis 

3.1 Regional '1旨ansitionPatterns 
In the preliminary study4)， the author de-

scribed how the user ratio per population dif-
fered from service to service. It indicated that 
the mobile In七ernetservice has the regional 
transition patterns. The mobile Internet has a 
unique feature that it h邸 always-onnature and 
is attached to the users for 24 hours and 365 
days. In addition， the mobile carrier-provided 
unique user identifier makes the user-specific 
tracking eω:y. The mobile Interne七istruly per-
sonal communication， which reflects the per-
sonal user-specific behaviors. In the prelimi-
nary study， the author assumed七he七rickledown
effect from the metropolitan areasもo七herural 
are邸 .The quantitative analysis is difficult due 
to the constraints and the dynamism in the mo-
bile Internet. It is hard to track and fetch the 
detailed information仕omthe real users d ue to 
七heuser interface cons七raint. It is difficult to 
explain the test or qu回七ionnaireproced ures on 
the mobile handset display. Therefore， the au-
thor focuses on the qualitative analysis to iden-
tify the regional characteris七icsofむhemobile 
e-commerce. 
3.2 A proposed method 
The author proposωa quali凶，tiveregional 

transition analysis to identify the regional char-
acteristics in七hemobile e-commerce. Idea is 
that using the independence test to categorize 
the region. The method is as follows: 

• Get the population or household census 
daむa

・Getthe user subscription or diffusion data 
・Getthe average subscription or diffusion 

Fig.2 Qualitative R怠gionAnalysis Flow 
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Flg.3 A Qualitative Rβgion Analysis Method 

data 
・Performthe independence test for each re-

glOn 

・Categorizethe region as independent， sta-
tistically significantly posi七ive，s七atistically
significantly nega七ive

The data for the nation-wide IT census data are 
available a七3)and1). For the independence test， 
the X2 test is performed in the each region. 
The test is done for the following criteria: 
• PC and Internet diffusion in the household 
・Mobilecommunication diffusion 
• Mobile Internet service usage 
・Non-mobileservice usage 
The flow of the qualitative region analysis is 

outlined in Fig. 2. 
The method to draw a qualitative regional 

relation graph is depicted in Fig. 3. 
It constructs the regional use pattern graph 

仕om むhe multiple positive-neutral-negative 
tesぬ usingthe distances inもheN-dimensional 
space. The edge denotesむheminimum ham-
ming distance relation to each node. When 
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there is a node with distance one to the node， 
it constructs the edge with the realline. When 
there ate no nodωwith hamming distance one， 
the nodes wiもhthe minimum hamming distance 
constructs the edge with the dotted line. 

4. Case Study Results 

The result based on the four mobile In七ernet
services in 2001 is shown in Fig.4. There are 
four services， two are from the mobile carrier 
official directory listed services， and the other 
two are independent sites available in the In-
ternet. The four servic回 includea business in-
formaゐionservice， a consumer information ser-
vice， an online ca七aloguerequest service， and a 
web mail service. The two information services 
have the daily information updates. The online 
catalogue reques七serviceprovide the outline of 
the catalogues， and the catalogue requωted is 
delivered by the posもalservices， therefore， the 
online part is just the postal address entry for 
the request. The web mail service can be ac-
cessed from the PC Interneも. Only the busi-
ness information service requires the monthly 
subscription fee. In order to compare the simi-
lar data in non-mobile devices， the result based 
on the PC・basedInternet game service and the 
game console based Internet service is shown 
in Fig. 5. The PC-bωed Internet game service 
log is taken from the data in 1999. The ser-
vice was a role-playing game type one wi七ha
monthly charges. The game console b回 edIn-
ternet service log is based on the log in 2001. 
The service provided diary， news and bulletin 
boards service from game console. This service 
was accessible仕omPC，む00.They were services 
for game users. 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Comparison to the general PC and 
mobile use statistics 

In order to comp釘 ethe mobile Interneもser-
vice use patterns， the author investigates the 
Internet use， PC use in household， and mo-
bile phone user七ransiむion. The author uses 
the prefecture-b鎚 edInternet use patterns in 
September 2000 and September 2001. The au-
thor uses the prefecture-based per household 
PC use in October 1994 and October 1999. 
The au出oruses the prefecture-bωed mobi1e 
phone subscription user data in March 1996， 
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Fig.4 R怠gionalMobile Internet Service Use Patterns 
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Fig. 5 Regional Internet Use Patterns of PC Game 
Internet and Game Console Internet 

in March 1998， in March 2000， and in March 
2002. The c部 estudy result in all the 8 cat-
egories is shown in Fig.6. The regions in 
the right side are meむropolitanare邸.1批七 should
be noted 七凶ha叫tthe large number of developing 
regions are c∞on瓜1叫七句句凶a剖.i泊i
" Hokka剖.ido.….口.Okinawa"in the left side. 
In order to focus the mobile behavior，もheau-

thor tri白色ospliももheuse pattern transition into 
two factors. The PC-related one and the mobile 
phone b槌 edone. The PC-related data bωed 
result is shown in Fig.7. They are b邸 edon 
the independence tesむofper-household census 
data. It should be noted that the large num-
ber of developing regions are contained in the 
single node in the upper-left corner denoted by 
"Hokkaido...Okinawa". The lower-righ七corner
node denoted by "Saitama...Nara" contains the 
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Fig. 7 Regional Transition Patterns of Internet and 
PC Use 

metropo1itan regions. 
The mobile phone use subscription transi-

tion pattern based result is shown in Fig.8. 
SIlnilar to the previous graphs， the large 

number of developing regions are contained 
in node in the upper-left corner denoted 
by "Hokkaido.・.Okinawa". The lower-right 
corner node "Tokyo...Fukuoka" contains the 
metropoliもanregions. The detaHed s七ructure
of the graphs and the detaited dωcription of 
the each node are not identical， however， the 
general trend is siInilar in those graphs. 
5.2τrickledown diffusion and Region-

specific patterns 
In order to discuss the regional use paもtern

topology， there are two issues to be covered. 
The first one is whether there is trickledown-
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Fig.8 Regional Transition Patterns of Mobile Phone 

b邸 eddiffusion in the regional topology. The 
second one is whether mobile Internet has the 
distinguished patterns compared to the 0もher
Internet or mobile phone use patterns. In the 
first aspect， the trickle down model is not ap-
plicable to the most of the patterns. When we 
assumed the trickle-down model in regional ar-
eas， the prefectures to be centered in the region 
include Tokyo， Osaka， Aichi， Miyagi， Ishikawa， 
Kagawa， Hiroshima， and Fukuoka. In the re-
sult shown above， the distinguished difference 
in Miyagi， Ishikawa， Kagawa， Hiroshima， and 
Fukuoka in prefecture level is not found. In the 
second aspect， it is apparent that the active 
use patterns are visible in Tokyo， Kanagawa， 
Saitama， and Chiba， in the southern Kanto 
area in either PC Internet or mobile Internet 
domain. The Internet use is correlated to the 
income， and young generation ratio. It should 
be noted that Fukuoka is use intensive in the 
mobile phone. It is only the exception noted in 
the regional use pattern topology. The south 
Kanto， Tokai， and major prefectures of Kinki 
are the use intensive prefectures. It is interest-
ing that the behavior observed in these figures 
does not indicate any mobi1e Internet specific 
features. In the mobile Internet， the users ex-
pose content-specific behavior patterns in some 
cases. The regional factor could be explored in 
the content-by-content b回 e，however， the gen-
eral tendency does not pose the distinguished 
feature between the PC Internet and the mか

bile Internet. In the genera.I prefecture level， 
the use patterns are driven byもheaccumula-
tion of the technology literacy that is related 
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to the commerce activeness. The detailed stud-
ies in a multiple commerce services available in 
a11もheregions may expose more region-specific 
or content-specific characteristics. In order to 
explore such charac七eristics，the date from uni-
versal mobile commerce services or universal 
bulletin boards servicωare for further studies. 
The method is scalable and applicable to a wide 
range of servIces in a wide range of region gran-
ularities. 
5.3 Graph characteristics 
Another finding from the figures are the num-

ber of the nod邸 depictedin the figures. In 
each figures， there could be at most 3n where 
n denot偲 thenumber of variables. In Fig.5， 
there are five nodes where n is 2. In Fig. 4， 
there are 15 nodes， where n is 4. In Fig.6， 
there are 21 nodes， where n is 8. In Fig.7， 
there are 12 nod邸， where n is 4. In Fig.8， 
there are 10 nodes， where n is 4. It should 
be noもedthat Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 is a decompo-
sition of Fig. 6， therefore， they are not indepen-
dent. From these figures，七hevariety of the node 
number is significant1y sma11er than the possi-
ble maximum number. It shows the existence of 
the clustering factor in these figures. From the 
findings in this c邸 estudies，there is a signifi-
cant difference between the Tokyo， Kanagawa， 
Chiba and Saitama area and other regions re-
gardless ef the services in mobile communica-
tions or Internet. Inもhisstage， the mobile com-
merce is better to follow the usual communi-
cation diffusion pa悦ernsin J apan. It should 
be noted that the mobile Interneむd叫awere 
taken from the year 2001 data whereもhemo-
bile In七ernetwas still in the early stage. Rβcent 
emergence of the IMT-2000 high speed mobile 
Internet may expose the different user transi-
tion patterns. However， iむshouldbe noted the 
digital divide betweenもheTokyo metropolitan 
area and the other regions are qui七efundamen-
tal over a long span of time. The significance 
of this divide cannoもbeunderestimated in any 
mobile e-commerce domains. 

6. Conclusion 

As it has becomes app釘 entthat the number 
of the mobile e-commerce users could outnum-
ber七henon-mobile e-commerce one， iもiscrucial 
もocapture the mobile e-commerce behaviors. 
Due to the limited user interface on the mo-

bile handsets， i七isdifficult to identify the user 
opinions and preferences on the site during the 
service. It is common that users run away when 
required a lot of marketing-rela旬dinput. The 
author proposes a quali七ativeregional use pat-
tern graph approach to i11ustrate the differences 
in the regional use patterns. The results in the 
PC， Internet， mobile phone and mobile Inter-
net services in the prefecture level are shown 
to visually demonstrateむhemeもhod.From七he
results， the author discusses the regional use 
pattern in Japan. In the findings，もheregional 
use patterns are similar in七hePC Internet and 
the mobile Internet. The detailed studies in 
a mul七iplecommerce services available in a11 
the regions may expose more region-specific or 
con旬nt-specificcharacもeristics.Fromもhefind-
ings in the c鉛 estudy， there is a significant dig-
ital divide between the Tokyo metropolitan ar-
eas and other regions even though the mobile 
Internet has activated七henew user cl usters. 
The qualitative region七ransitionanalysis is ap-
plicable to a variety of services when the pos-
itive or negative t白色 isperformed. In the era 
of the mobile broadband Internet， the timely 
service penetration analysis is critical for the 
mobile e-commerce. This study shows七hesim-
ple general method applicable to such a grow-
ing marketing demand. The proposed method 
can be applicable to a wide range of profile sets 
other than regions. 
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